The effect of resolution-dependent global shape modifications on rigid-body protein-protein docking.
Docking unbound molecules presents a challenge in the case where no prior biological or bioinformatic knowledge exists. This is mainly due to differences between the structures of the molecules when in a complex and in the free state. Presumably, these differences interfere with the ability of protein-protein docking algorithms, which rely on a dominant shape descriptor, to identify the correct solution and rank it higher than false solutions. In this study we verify the notion that small discords in the molecular fit can be eliminated by using appropriately designed low-resolution shape descriptors, thereby improving the docking results. We exploit the inherent gradual resolution dependency of Fourier transforms and formulate a resolution-dependent shape descriptor by truncating selected Fourier transform terms. Thus, different levels of shape modification are attained, affecting the degree of detail in the depiction of the molecular surface. We applied the modified descriptor to a selection of 23 protein-protein systems, using the unbound structures where possible. The docking results obtained with the new geometric descriptor were considerably superior to former results, improving the ranks of nearly correct solutions for 17 systems. Unification of the results of scans in which different resolutions were employed further improved the ranks of nearly correct solutions to less than 100 for 12 of the 23 systems and less than 300 for 20 systems. The new geometric descriptor can be combined with other descriptors, which typify the electrostatic or hydrophobic character of the molecular surface, and with external experimental or bioinformatic data.